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Emerging Technologies in the Age of Coronavirus

The Coronavirus pandemic has created unprecedented challenges for businesses worldwide, including with regard to personnel safety, basic operations, supply and distribution networks and information technology. It has also brought together high-technology and pharmaceutical companies in a shared goal to find effective treatments and a vaccine for COVID-19. Many cutting-edge technologies have become essential in coping with and managing the crisis, including high-bandwidth telecommunications for working remotely,\(^1\) the use of bioinformatics and modeling for research and drug development in the biopharmaceutical industry\(^2\) and AI-assistants for healthcare providers. Looking forward, the current crisis sheds light on the role that emerging technologies will play in the prevention and management of future pandemics, as well as the private investment, regulatory development and legal frameworks that will guide near-term innovations in these fields.

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies are playing a major role in the search for treatment, the diagnosis and the containment of COVID-19. For example, research organizations and drug development companies are using AI to try to predict which drugs or biological products will be effective in treating COVID-19.\(^3\) In hospitals, AI is reportedly being used in medical imaging for diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia, based on
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In the United States, the FDA has already approved for sale a number of AI medical devices that provide clinical and diagnostic decision support for various conditions unrelated to COVID-19. However, emerging AI products will test the agency as they become more autonomous and assume more decision-making responsibility from human caregivers. Cognizant of that challenge, the FDA is proactively developing more expedited and developer-centric programs to facilitate oversight of sophisticated AI medical devices, without slowing down research and development.

AI is also expected to play a role in preventing future outbreaks, including modeling and tracking data that may help predict where the next pandemic may arise and spread. In addition, the “hands-free” revolution, fueled by AI speech recognition and natural language understanding (NLU) technologies, is likely to see increased demand as people become more sensitive to interacting with public environments. As advances in NLU enable a greater range of speech-activated interfaces, everyday devices like elevator buttons, security touchpads, vending machines and point-of-sale interfaces may increasingly become voice-activated and touchless.
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Blockchain

Coronavirus has exposed the dependence of our social, political and administrative institutions on in-person interaction. Political debates, primary elections, court and governmental functions, and public education are being drastically disrupted. The upcoming national election in November, despite being several months away, could similarly be at risk given the necessity for in-person voting.

Blockchain technologies have the potential to enable secure and confidential online participation in political processes and administrative functions. Although the concept is still developing and is subject to debate, some observers believe that permanent and verifiable blockchain-based identities can enable participation in a variety of governmental functions. These technologies have been tested in small-scale elections, and they may now gain increased adoption. Some jurisdictions are also experimenting with blockchain-based personal records that would facilitate remote engagement with governmental institutions, such as state DMVs, the Social Security Administration, and passport offices, which traditionally require human-to-human interaction. Although widespread use of these technologies will require amendments to current laws and regulations, as well as public investment in new digital infrastructure, there may now be greater political impetus to implement such initiatives.
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Analytics

Large-scale data mining and analytics have become the norm in many industries, but some sectors still lag behind. The widespread economic impact of the COVID-19 crisis could prompt increased investment in technologies that can forecast, model, and quantify the impact of future adverse events. Industries that have historically relied on relatively predictable returns, such as travel and tourism, energy and transportation, will have increased demand for so-called “Black Swan” prediction technologies, and investors in these sectors will increasingly scrutinize the long-term preparedness strategies of companies when deciding where to place capital.

Analytics can also enable early detection of potential crises from small sample data. Some firms reported the COVID-19 outbreak before it became widespread, using social media and other data from the Wuhan Province in China. Refining these technologies, and coupling them with sophisticated epidemiological models of disease contagion and spread, could help governments and business leaders react more quickly to emerging events in the future.

Analytics and new computational technologies have also been instrumental in researching potential vaccines that may be effective against Coronavirus. One example is the COVID-19 High Performance Computing Consortium—a partnership that includes IBM, the Energy Department National Laboratories, Alphabet Inc.’s Google Cloud, Amazon.com Inc.’s Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Corp. and others—which makes available to researchers high-performance computing systems (supercomputers) that permit very large numbers of calculations in epidemiology, bioinformatics, and molecular modeling. These experiments would take months or even years to complete on slower, traditional computing platforms. And looking forward, as quantum computing becomes viable for industrial applications, the pace of new drug discovery could further increase substantially.

Importantly, many of these new technologies rely on vast datasets of personal healthcare information, which can raise patient privacy concerns and HIPAA requirements. Initiatives to use technology platforms
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to trace individuals’ movements in an attempt to contain the Coronavirus pandemic have similarly raised privacy concerns. As technology advances in this space, the existing legal frameworks and privacy norms are increasingly being tested by emerging forms of healthcare data analytics.

Virtualization

The Coronavirus pandemic has also highlighted the value of virtual meeting and other remote interaction technologies. However, the full scale of virtualization technologies has yet to truly emerge, and limitations remain. Large conferences and events have mostly been cancelled in the wake of the outbreak, although a few have managed to “go virtual.” The public sector lags even farther behind at enabling virtual interaction. Courts, government offices, and administrative buildings are currently ill-equipped to enable virtual engagement, and coherent legal standards for virtual participation in these forums do not exist. In the corporate sector, adoption is increasing. Virtual shareholder meetings, which were criticized when first adopted by some companies a few years ago as not allowing the intangible benefits of an in-person meeting, will undoubtedly become more prevalent—with the Coronavirus pandemic turning attention from “why” to have a virtual meeting to “how” to improve the virtual meeting experience.

The next generation of virtualization technologies are likely to enable multi-sensory, multi-participant, immersive experiences that allow a range of interactions beyond current capabilities. Many of the core technologies, such as 5G networks, augmented and virtual reality interfaces, and haptic feedback devices, are rapidly nearing commercial readiness. Sophisticated virtualization technologies will also increasingly rely on real-world counterparts to enable truly remote engagement in a full spectrum of business and social activities. Drone and autonomous-vehicle delivery services are a leading example of such counterpart technologies. However, to enable full adoption, regulatory updates will be needed to streamline the growing


\textbf{Conclusion}

AI, blockchain, analytics and virtualization offer examples of emerging technologies that are uniquely situated to combat the far-reaching impacts of the Coronavirus pandemic. Advances in these fields may also mitigate the effects of future outbreaks, as well as potentially even anticipate and help prevent them. Yet, in many cases, full adoption of these technologies will require not only private capital, it will also depend on government initiatives and regulatory innovation to modernize the public sector.
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